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Spring 2022 Zoom business meeting, photo by Kate Alleman.

Welcome to The Medium, the semi-annual newsletter of the ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter. The
Spring 2022 issue (v. 48, no. 1) contains reports from the Annual Chapter Meeting in Austin, Texas
and articles about professional activities from our chapter members.
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President's Column
By Helen Lueders
Hello to Texas-Mexico Chapter members, friends, and anyone else who
stumbled upon our chapter newsletter!
I want to start the column with some thank yous. I have learned even
in my brief time as chapter president that having a successful and
vibrant chapter is a concerted collective effort. My fellow executive
board members - Hillary Veeder (Vice-President/President Elect),
Quentin Pace (Treasurer), and Kate Alleman (Secretary) have been
immensely supportive while planning the spring business meeting and
with answering all my little questions that inevitably come up while organizing chapter business.
Rebecca Barham, the 2021 chapter president, has been a valuable resource for even more of my
questions and source of inspiration as to how to approach a leadership role.
I also want to thank everyone who was able to attend the virtual business meeting, held on March
22nd, a few weeks before the in-person annual conference in Chicago, April 5-9th, 2022. While I
am very glad we have been able to return to in-person conferences and am especially looking
forward to Mexico City in 2023! - I am pleased that virtual business meetings will likely remain a
part of ARLIS programming, increasing accessibility for more chapter members to attend and
participate in chapter business.
Speaking of the 2023 annual conference in Mexico City, as you may already be aware, the annual
Texas-Mexico chapter meeting (usually held in the fall) is combining with the 2023 Conference
Planning Advisory Committee (CPAC) to travel to Mexico. During this meeting, the CPAC will be
developing programming and local arrangements and is a great opportunity for all chapter
members to visit and learn more about the institutions and art of Mexico City and to meet some
Mexico-based colleagues. The annual business meeting itself will be held later in the fall via Zoom,
with date and time to be determined.
We sent out a poll via the chapter listserv and it seems that August 8-11th, 2022 is the best time
for this meeting with details to follow in the next few months. In the meantime, I recommend
making sure your passports are up to date!
I want to close this letter by reminding chapter members that I am always happy to hear from you
– if you have an idea for a new chapter project, ways to support the chapter’s commitment to
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increased diversity and inclusion, professional updates you’d like to share, or even just a typo you
noticed on the website, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me: hlueders@mfah.org.

Helen Lueders
President, ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter
Library Assistant, Powell Library
The Bayou Bend Collection and Gardens, Museum of Fine Arts Houston
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ARLIS/NA Texas-Mexico Chapter Meeting Minutes
Friday, November 5, 2021, 11 am - 12 pm
Venue: Zoom Video Conference/ Denton, Texas, 1506 West Highland Street, Denton,
Texas, 76203
Minutes taken by Secretary Kate Alleman.
Meeting Minutes
1. Call to Order
After explaining voting logistics in the hybrid meeting environment and reading the chapter’s
Land Acknowledgment, Rebecca called the meeting to order at 11:12am. President Rebecca
Barham called the meeting to order at 11:12 am.
2. Welcome and Introductions
Rebecca welcomed everyone to the meeting and asked that virtual attendees enter their name
and institutional affiliation in the chat. A sign-in sheet was passed around to capture on-site
attendance.
On-site attendance:
Rebecca Barham, University of North Texas
Lexi Hobby, University of North Texas
Helen Lueders, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, Bayou Bend
Hillary Veeder, Texas Tech University
Jon Evans, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Kate Alleman, Dallas Museum of Art
Virtual attendees:
Shari Salisbury, University of Texas at San Antonio
Carla Ellard, Texas State University
Mark Pompelia, Rhode Island School of Design
Jenny Stone, Dallas Museum of Art
Stephanie Grimm, George Mason University
Quentin Pace, University of Houston-Downtown
Sarah Stanhope, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Tara Spies Smith, Texas State University
Caroline Clavell, Amon Carter Museum
Margaret Culbertson, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Chia-Chun Shih, Kimbell Art Museum
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3. Approval of Minutes from April 2021 Business Meeting
Jon Evans made a motion to approve the minutes and Kate Alleman seconded. Membership
voted and the minutes were approved.
4. President’s Report (Rebecca Barham)
Rebecca reported on the Janine Henri/Lois Swan Jones Challenge. Janine Henri, a former
ARLIS/NA TX-MX chapter member (1991-2007) and recently retired UCLA Architecture and
Design Librarian matched donations from members, up to $500, to the Lois Swan Jones
Professional Development Award. The challenge ended on June 30th and $1,115 was received.
Rebecca shared that the Executive Board had asked Chapters to come up with a Land
Acknowledgement statement that recognizes the indigenous peoples who inhabited the lands on
which current chapter members live and work. In response, Chapter leaders created a land
acknowledgement statement and map. The web editor, Sarah Stanhope, added a webpage with
these resources which can be found in the About menu
(https://texas-mexico.arlisna.org/land-acknowledgement/). This statement and map will be
updated as new information becomes available on indigenous peoples who inhabited and who
still inhabit these lands today.
ARLIS/NA Headquarters would like Chapters to create a chapter history for the 50th Anniversary
of ARLIS at the upcoming annual conference in Chicago. Rebecca encouraged anyone who
wanted to share photos, documents, and memories to be included in the TX-MX Chapter history
to email her. She did share that some memories might be included in a PowerPoint for the
conference.
Rebecca reminded membership that ARLIS/NA has a new website, but same address –
arlisna.org. She informed everyone how to change their log-in info, to check that their
information is correct, and to add a photo if they would like to do that. The new demographic
components are there to support the Society’s DEI initiatives.
Rebecca referred to the student membership discussion from the previous Spring 2021 Chapter
meeting. Membership was not in favor of student memberships that did not require
membership to ARLIS/NA since that would not give the student the ability to vote or hold office
in the Chapter or the Society. At that meeting, Lauren Gottlieb-Miller offered the Lois Swan
Jones Professional Development Committee’s help with student membership. Since then, the
Executive Committee has worked with the Lois Swan Jones Professional Development
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Committee to figure out logistics. Rebecca informed the group that they wanted to propose
awarding a membership sponsored student membership to both ARLIS/NA and the
Texas-Mexico chapter. This item will be further discussed in agenda item V, the Lois Swan Jones
Professional Development Committee Report.
Rebecca shared that chapter leaders and members of the 2023 Mexico City Conference Planning
Committee met during the summer to discuss combining the Conference Planning Advisory
Committee (CPAC) summer trip to the conference host city and the Chapter’s Fall 2022 chapter
meeting. The decision was to combine the two. Jon Evans informed the group that they are still
locking in a definitive date, but that around August seemed to be the best time to meet for both
groups. The aim of the trip is to save money by consolidating trips and giving Chapter members
experience to be good ambassadors during the Annual Conference. Mark weighed in to say that
an August time would be fine as long as it works best for everyone’s availability. Previously the
CPACs met after Labor Day weekend, but that timeframe was decided upon rather arbitrarily.
Rebecca ended her report with a big thank you to Helen Lueders
(Vice-President/President-Elect), Kate Alleman (Secretary), Quentin Pace (Treasurer), Jenny
Stone (Past President), and Sarah Stanhope (Web administrator) for their commitment and
dedication to the Chapter. She also extended a thank you to Helen Lueders and Hillary Veeder
who served on the 2021 Fall Chapter Meeting Planning Committee to help plan and organize the
event.
5. Vice President’s Report (Helen Lueders)
Helen put out an official call for submissions to Fall 2021 issue of The Medium with a tentative
due date for the beginning of December. She mentioned Kathleen has already called dibs on
reporting on the Texas Fashion Collection tour. Helen encouraged any other on-site attendees to
write about other tours taken that day. She also encouraged all attendees to submit reports on
projects, research, etc. that they are involved in to share with the Chapter.
She thanked Rebecca for her hard work as President and for planning the 2021 Fall Chapter
meeting.
6. Treasurer’s Report (Quentin Pace)
Quentin reported that the Chapter has $2548.50 in the Wells Fargo account as of November 4,
2021. The most recent transaction was a deposit of $610 for the Lois Swan Jones Award and
dues in June 2021. In May 2021, the Chapter withdrew money for ARLIS/NA scholarships.
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He also reported the PayPal account has $1,094.50 as of November 4, 2021. The most recent
transaction was a deposit for the sponsored student membership.
Quentin received a message from PayPal recently stating that our tax ID was not recognized.
The issue has been resolved and was due to our recent tax status reinstation.
Quentin reported that as of Thursday, November 4, 2021 the Chapter had 31 members. The
most recent member joined October 24, 2021.
Rebecca thanked Quentin for his diligence with handling taxes this year.
7. Secretary’s Report (Kate Alleman)
Kate reported that she is currently taking minutes for the meeting and will send those to the
Chapter Executive Leaders first to receive corrections. Minutes for the Spring 2021 Chapter
Meeting will go in the Spring 2022 issue of The Medium.
8. Lois Swan Jones Award Professional Development Committee Report (Shari
Salisbury)
Shari Salisbury reported on behalf of Lauren Gottlieb-Miller, the Committee Chair, that the LSJ
Committee was pleased to award two $150 awards to support expenses related to attending the
ARLIS/NA annual conference held virtually May 11-13, 2021. Kate Alleman, Mayer Library at
the Dallas Art Museum, and Sarah de la Rosa, recent graduate in Library Science from Texas
Women’s University. As part of their award, Kate and Sarah will both participate as members of
the award committee this winter.
Based on the current balances reported by our Treasurer Quentin Pace, the committee
recommends extending a $750 award to support attendance and participation in the upcoming
ARLIS/NA Annual Conference in Chicago April 5-9, 2022. Given that Chicago is a costlier
destination, if amenable to the larger Chapter membership, we would like to offer $1000. We
defer to the larger membership to approve this amount, as we have never offered this much in
years prior. We will send out a call for applications mid-January 2022.
Under Rebecca Barham’s leadership, we are pleased that we will now be able to award student
memberships as part of the Committee’s activities. Member sponsored student memberships to
the Texas-Mexico Chapter will include membership in ARLIS/NA.This will give the students a full
year of access to all the ARLIS/NA committees, sections, SIGS (including ARLISnap), and
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Chapter activities, and of course they will be added to the Listservs, etc. First-time student
members will be given priority. We currently have funds to offer 4 student memberships
following a generous donation from Sunyoung Park. We welcome feedback on whether to offer
one per year or all four this year. Additional memberships may be sponsored by current
Texas-Mexico Chapter members by donating to our Paypal account designating the funds are for
LSJ Student Sponsored Memberships. As this is a new award, we welcome input as to when we
should put out a call for applicants.
The LSJ Committee seeks to add 1-2 additional permanent committee members to join us. If
you’d like to participate on the committee please e-mail Lauren Gottlieb-Miller at
lgottliebmiller@menil.org.
Shari reminded membership that they wanted input on the amount to be awarded for the
Annual Conference 2022 in Chicago and how many student members to sponsor per year.
Rebecca opened the floor for discussion. Shari clarified that the Lois Swan Jones award would
be voted on as to whether it will be for $750 or $1000.
Jon noted that Quentin’s Treasurer report showed the chapter financially solid, so he motioned
for the Lois Swan Jones award to be $1000. Kate seconded the motion. Hillary shared her
concern that the chapter should be aware of tax limitations as it relates to 1099. Anything
awarded more than $599 or $600 will have implications on how the money is distributed to the
awardee. Jon asked Hillary if the chapter would then need to make two separate payments to
the awardee to get around the $500 limit. Hillary said yes, that previously two checks were
awarded in different tax years to adhere to tax rules. The vote went into motion and
unanimously passed for the Lois Swan Jones award to increase to $1000.
Rebecca opened the floor for discussion on whether the Chapter should offer member
sponsored student memberships to 1 student or 4 students. She reminded members that this
award would cover dues for the ARLIS/NA Society and Texas-Mexico Chapter dues.
Helen voiced support for offering multiple sponsorships next year to increase the opportunity
for word of mouth and excitement to spread through the students. Shari shared that the
amount would also be contingent on how much money was donated from membership. Kate
motioned to offer as much as four this year to see what response is received and award as
much as possible. Helen seconded the motion. Shari shared that her opinion was to offer as
many sponsored student memberships as possible. The vote passed unanimously.
9. 2023 Mexico City ARLIS Conference Planning Update (Jon Evans)
Jon reported that since the last Chapter meeting in April there have been two full Committee
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planning meetings, one in July and one in September. Co-chair meetings are also active. He
extended an invitation to all membership to join for the November 16th meeting at 11am.
Jon also shared that McKenna Management’s conference planner, Megan Browder sent an RFP
to various hotels in Mexico City in June or July 2021. She received some good feedback, but
realized that some of the hotels on the initial shortlist were not big enough to accommodate an
ARLIS/NA conference. There are two promising options – Hilton Hotel, Reforma and the Hyatt
Regency. Mark Pompelia and Megan will be heading down to Mexico City at the end of
November to meet with hotel staff and work more at negotiations. The major point of
negotiation has been Food & Beverage expenses which may be due to a misperception of how
many meals will be needed for conference goers. The Hyatt Regency has been a little more
accommodating, but is further out from the city center.
Jon shared that there has been progress in identifying Mexican vendors and booksellers thanks
to the efforts of Fernando Corona and Catalina Perez. In the July 2021 conference planning
committee, the two Mexico City colleagues presented a mix of small presses and major
publishers. The exhibition coordinators (look for exact title in conference planning manual),
Beverly Mitchell and Allie Larson have been brainstorming equitable options to make sure we
can be inclusive of all types of vendors, whether they are from Mexico, Canada, or the United
States. One option being explored is offering long term vendors some sort of tangible
acknowledgement item to maintain those relationships. Jon reiterated that they are hoping a
hotel contract will be signed in January or February 2022. He encouraged membership to share
any local suggestions for Convocation or other events with Fernando Corona, Lauren
Gottlieb-Miller, or Gabrielle Reed within the next couple of weeks.
Jon shared that the post-conference survey from Montreal revealed that Society membership
was excited for an in-person conference in Mexico City for 2023. The logo is still being refined
thanks to the efforts of Lauren and Gabrielle. Jon ended his report expressing excitement for
the upcoming joint CPAC and Texas-Mexico Fall 2022 Chapter meeting.
10. New Business (All)
Rebecca shared that Hillary Veeder, Head of the Architecture at Texas Tech University Libraries,
has been nominated as the Vice-President/President Elect for the 2022 year. Rebecca opened
the floor for any other nominations. After hearing none, she put the vote in motion. The vote
unanimously voted her into office.
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11. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 12:16pm. Rebecca encouraged all virtual attendees to come back for
the Roundtable Research table presentations at 2pm.

Meeting adjourned at 12:16 pm.
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Lois Swan Jones Award Recipient Report
By Lindsey Jackson, University of Texas Fine Arts Library
Weeks after the conference, I am still extremely grateful to have been awarded the Lois Swan
Jones Award to travel to the 50th anniversary conference in Chicago. My previous experiences with
conferences have been ALA events. These events have felt overwhelming because of the number of
people, wide variety of topics discussed, and so many areas of librarianship represented. The
ARLIS/NA conference felt very accessible and focused by comparison.
I did the pre-conference work of reaching out to some familiar names, expressing a desire to
connect and chat at the conference, making some headway in building that ever-important
network. All that pre-conference work was well and good; I did
have some excellent chats over coffee. However, this group of
conference goers were immensely approachable, so I had quite a
few chats over coffee that were unplanned.
The best choice I made for this conference was to get matched
up with a Conference Guidefor first-time attendees. I was
matched with Alex O’Keefe, a librarian at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago. Alex had many insights into getting a lot out
of the conference. When I asked what is the best thing a new
attendee can do she said: “Go to the parties”. It was at these
receptions that I talked with the most people, while also having
the opportunity to see some great art and architecture.
On my first day at the conference, I chose a session on the
Urban Sketching Project. Megan Lotts shared the project done at
Rutgers to encourage students to sketch as a way to look at things differently and a way to work
on something collectively during pandemic-time campus closures. We did some sketching exercises
which was a nice, creative way to ease into the conference. Another project I was excited to learn
more about was the Black Lunch Table’s oral histories and digital archives focusing on the
experiences of black artists. The forum discussed many projects BLT undertakes, including
edit-a-thons to increase the representation of black artists on Wikipedia. Later, I attended a few
Lightning Talks which were a way to get a “taste” for different topics in art librarianship. The variety
of topics included instruction, public arts, accessibility, oral archives and indigenous archive
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projects. I approached many speakers after sessions to express admiration and felt inspired in my
own projects.
At my current workplace, I get to work with students in a makerspace, so I was excited to see the
makerspace put on by the special interest group (SIG) Stimulating Creativity in Practice. There was
a zine project to document people’s experiences at the conference, a loom with various yarns to
express how people were feeling about the conference (weave a green thread to indicate
excitement, a gold one to express happiness, a red one to express anger, etc) and various other
tools. This was a great space to engage in some creativity between sessions and to brainstorm
further applications of makerspaces.
My last day began with finally taking advantage of the morning yoga session. It was good to
stretch and quiet the mind for a moment before the hustle and bustle of the final day. I used this
day to do my tourist things in Chicago before making it back in the afternoon for an exciting
session about Wikidata. And then a final ArLiSNAP happy hour with new professionals to get to
know the people I hope to see at future conferences before leaving snowy Chicago for warm and
balmy Texas.
This experience was an amazing opportunity to meet with professionals, discuss trending topics in
art librarianship, and get inspired. This organization makes it very easy to be involved. I am looking
forward to further participation, volunteering, and of course future conferences.

Image credit: Lindsey Jackson
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New Archival Collections at the University of Texas San
Antonio Libraries’ Special Collections
By Steph Noell, Special Collections Librarian, UTSA
The University of Texas at San Antonio Libraries’ Special Collections has received three collections
of interest to ARLIS/NA members.
First, is the collection of artwork by San Antonio
printmaker Cruz Ortiz. This collection features
primarily Ortiz’s screenprints and letterpress prints,
but the collection also includes lithographs, relief
prints, transparencies, sketches, drawings, posters,
and ephemera. Ortiz has founded Snake Hawk Press
and Burnt Nopal Creative Studio, is a founding
member of San Anto Cultural Arts, and has created
art for political campaigns of HIllary Clinton, Barack
Obama, Julián Castro, and Joaquín Castro. This
collection is open for research and the finding aid is
available at: https://txarchives.org/utsa/finding_aids/00420.xml.

Second, is a collection of opera and theater drawings
by Texas artist Maurice Schmidt. Schmidt’s drawings
detail performances by the University of Texas at
Austin’s Drama Department, the San Antonio
Symphony Society, and the San Antonio Opera
Company. This collection is open for research and
the finding aid is available at:
https://txarchives.org/utsa/finding_aids/00448.xml.

Third, is a collection of photographs and research notes by San Antonio author Patsy Light. These
materials are related to Light’s 2007 publication, “Capturing nature: the cement sculpture of
Dionicio Rodríguez” and her 2021 publication, “Artisans of Trabajo Rustico: the Legacy of Dionicio
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Rodríguez.” This collection is still being processed, so contact UTSA
Special Collections at specialcollections@utsa.edu for more
information.
Image credits: Steph Noell
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Narrative as Reality at the Hawn Gallery, Hamon Arts Library,
Southern Methodist University
By Beverly Mitchell, Assistant Director, Hamon Arts Library, SMU
The Hawn Gallery at the Hamon Arts Library, SMU, hosted the exhibition Narrative as Reality: A
World Reimagined/ Selections from the Jessica and Kelvin Beachum Family Collection, February 18
– May 22, 2022. Featured in this exhibition are works by ten contemporary Black artists including
Dominic Chambers, Ryan Cosbert, Robert Hodge, Nelson Makamo, Delita Martin, Sungi Mlengeya,
Mario Moore, Robert Pruitt, Athi-Patra Ruga, and Ferrari Sheppard.
The exhibition forms part of a collection of Jessica and Kelvin Beachum. Both Texas natives, Kelvin
is an SMU graduate holding a BA in Economics (2010) and a Master of Liberal Studies in
Organizational Dynamics (2012). He currently sits on the SMU Executive Boards for the Lyle School
of Engineering and the Simmons School of Education. Kelvin is an NFL player currently signed with
the Arizona Cardinals. Jessica is a graduate of Baylor University (2011) and Duquesne University
(2017) where she holds degrees in Sociology (BA) and Nursing (BSN), respectively. She is also a
recent graduate of Arizona State University where she holds a Master of Science in Health Care
Delivery.
The catalogue, authored by the exhibition’s curator,
Valerie Gillespie, focuses on each work as a
manifestation of the artist’s vision. Gillespie
interviewed each of the artists by Zoom, speaking to
them in Texas and other locations as far as South
Africa. Of the works, she writes, “Every artist’s
marked approach to exhibiting their experience,
displaying the reimagined and personalizing the
beliefs they hold dear, gives way to a life unseen, or
ignored.” The collaboration between the Beachums
and SMU intends to make these lives visible, largely
through figurative painting or abstraction, such as
Ryan Cosbert’s Mayhem No. 2 (2020). A dominant
pattern of tiles, as the artist calls the squares with a
bullet at each center, is painted over with black. She completed the painting with a layer of white
and red bisecting the center of the painting from corner to corner. Cosbert reveals that it was her
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response to the first protest for George Floyd. Both Sungi Mlengeya’s minimalist portrait At Heart
(2020) and Delita Martin’s The Soul She Carries (2017) present women gazing at the viewer as
each of them reveals their power and strength. It is an intentionality supported by both artists.
Robert Pruitt’s Abduction/Annunciation (2017) shows a nearly full-scale, outstretched woman
resting on a sofa. Her gaze upward draws the viewer’s attention to her face and the length of her
body. On her feet, she wears socks with UFOs on them. The equivocal title invites the viewer to
make their own interpretation.
For more information about this exhibition and a pdf of the catalogue, visit
https://smu.edu/narrativeasreality.
Image credit: Dominic Chambers, The Night is Our Friend, 2020. Oil on canvas, 70 in x 77 in.
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